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GENERAL DE GAULLE AT NATIONAL DEFENCE LUNCHEON

Following is the text of de Gaulle's speech

at today's National Defence Public Interest

Luncheon: -

; ’’The War!', said Clausewitz, .''is a terrible and passionate drama,"

Is this,not obviously true of thO .present war in which not only the greatness

of each State but also the fate of each individual is at stake? It is easy to

understand that in a conflict of this kind the acceptance of the ordeal and the

exertion of all.our efforts are: governed by moral factors#

Hew true that is, especially of France, materially separated, by the enemy

and by men who have proved traitors to their country, from the camp of which she

was the hapless vanguard, and who can only be saved from despair by faith in

herself and confidence in her Allies*

Since you have done me the honour of asking me to .speak before, such a dis-

tinguished audience, and since,'moreover, we are new at the stag,© when the

democracies must face up to their duties or resign themselves to perdition,.!
shall put before you quite frankly certain ideas on-which, it seems to me, the

relationship between fighting 'France and the nations Y/ho arc her Allies should

be based*

In June, 1940, having v;on a victory over the French armies, Herr Hitler

decided to establish a regime favourable to his own schemes in my unhappy country*

The neutralisation of our Empire and of our Fleet was essential to him in .order to

allay suspicion in the Mediterranean, and in Africa, leaving him free to, seek further

conquests in other parts "of the world.

' In order to carry on his war, he needed to exploit our resources in raw

material, as Y/ell as our industries:, foodstuffs and. labour. Ho needed an instru-

ment sufficiently corrupt to urge the French people to resign themselves to slavery.

He needed an intermediary' between himself and his enemies to lure them on to

dishonour .and large, them, to take the easiest way , out.

But all this had to be concealed behind a national facade so that, deceived by
an outward show -of warped prestige, a semblance of sovereignty and a mockery :of

independence, the people of France and the Allied nations might fall in v/ith his

plans. In this v/ay, by dint of hypocrisy, lies and pressure, that part nf France

v/hich Y/as not occupied by Hitler’s troops v/ould be under a regime v/hioh would pro-

tect and defend the .German rear, supplying Hitler vdth anything he vd.sh.ed to take

and oven infecting French public opinion v/ith the poisons of the New Order*

Some crimes are' so cunningly committed, Gentlemen, that oven upright men

cannot refrain from, a sort of melancholy-admiration* Thus, in face of that foul

masterpiece of Nazi strategy v/hich constitutes the Vichy regime, we cannot help
touching our hats as a tribute to Herr Hitler.

It is not : beyond the realms of possibility-, heavever, that Herr Hitler may reply
in' the same manner*

For the fact is that there have been Frenchmen resolute enough to foil his

plans* Staunch Frenchmen are still continuing the v/ar, rallying the French

territories and fighting with honour. on every battlefield. What is far more,

they are not doing so as auxiliaries but as Allies of their Allies - for these

Frenchmen have given their .allegiance to France, and, France alone. They are

fighting like France herself, v/ho is still in the battle. They are fighting with

the avowed intent ion.of upholding the cause and interests of France in all parts
of the world and against all comers. They arc acting and speaking in her name

and keeping' France herself. - and not just a. few Frenchmen - in the camp of

freedom.

/For this
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Per ohis reason, every element of determination, resistance, recovery
and salvation in the French nation has found its lodestar, its means of

expression and its'"■■hope-:#- •••••■■ An immense- and pious fervour -has fired the hearts
of millions and,millions of French citizens who. realised that a French viotcry
was still possible;.since France was still in the fight.

1'iir. meant thaifc an antidote had been found to oppression; propaganda,
and hypocrisy*. Tnis meant that collaboration had, 1m fact, become fruitless*
This meant that the Vichy- regime found itself Condemned to an aimless exist-

ence in tne midst of disorder and shame, and even had,to flood the country
’yith police*. This., meant "that all things and ail men showed up . in their true

light in the eyes‘of the nation; the enemy was recognised' as the eheray;
traitors were recognised as. traitors; the Allies'were, still the Allies and,
notwithstanding her wounds. ' her grievances' and her lost illusions. Prance,
the real prance, in she innermost heart of her.people, remained faithful to

herself and to the. cause' of freedom. *

Yet we must hot believe, Gentlemen, that the miracle which constitutes

fighting Franco selves the- problem once and for all. ' YAhtrust not believe

that tne instinctive and somewhat legendary mysticism which supports in their

trials," those Frenchmen, who, without any laws, rights or government, are,

bravely facing' doavn,on the battlefields and execution-grounds, exposing their

families to reprisals and giving up everything,they possess, can last

indefinitely on the Vcfength of its own impetus.
"

I'he whole matter is based on this; fighting Franco means to go forward

shoulder to shoulder with her allies, on the express condition that her Allies

go forward with her. In fighting at their side, she means to, regain' her

indepehdcr.ee,' her sovereignty and her greatness, provided tHey .are respected
by her Allies. ", She is doing everything in her power;to promote an Allied

victory", but'on condition that this victory should also bo her own.

Over a period of 1,500 years, she has become accustomed to being a great
Power, and'insists 'that everybody, .and first of all her friends, should not

lose sight of this fact., ' In short, fighting Franco has only one reason and

only one justification for finding herself in the camp of freedom; that of

being France herself, and treated as .such by.her co-belligerents.

If I think it my duty, Gentlemen, to insist on this point, it is because,
I assure you, thus psychological and political fact governs the whole attitude

of the French nation in the prosent and in the future, for fighting prance

could not grow, dr even last, if her Allies-did hot draw its Consequences, h

and France’ could never again consider as her Allies countries at -whose side
"

she had not fought to the finish,
‘

'

In the terrible tragedy through which the French people arc living, and

in view of all the favours Herr Hitler would be prepared to grant them if they
were willing to serve him, and considering also the ghastly regime of national

demoralisation to which they are being Subjected’by'the infamous champions
of capitulation, how 'srould it be possible to keep this nation as an ally if

her Allies. themselves failed 'to do-whatever is necessary in order to uphold Her

in the fight? ' :i

Who could -* and- in the name of what? - keep in the war French territories,

French forces and French ideas, much less add others to them, if the Allies’-

themselves were to limit their -support?

What could;-be said to the French citizens who are being asked to resist

in the miasm ef untold suffering if it had to be understood that Frenchmen
who have been fighting - and in what conditions. - since September 3, 1939,
would- not be,treated either as Allies or even as belligerents?

■ How wound it oe possible to persuaide this nation that their future lies-

in Victory, dishonour in capitulation’and duty in freedom, if, by any unfortu-

nate chance, her Allies themselves should come to‘ accept the neutralisation of

Franco as dictated to Vichy by Hitler, and only discussed matters concerning

the' interests of my country with the traitors who are oppressing her and taking
their orders from the enemy?

/indeed
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Indeed, if such things ever came to pass, Herr Hitler would have

definitely won the battle of Prance and it would be only just to take

off our hats to him once and, for all*,

Let me hasten to add, Gentlemen, that if I have spoken at such

hypotheses, it is because I consider then to be- quite incredible,
which they are. For the arguments advanced by defeatists or ill-wishers

in order to give some semblance of probability to these improbable

■ suppositions/and to damp the ardour and shake the confidence of those

Frenchmen who still fight on, are really so. unfounded that nobody
could possibly place any credence-in them. Nevertheless, it is perhaps
advisable to recall these arguments, for by examining them we can

prove how ridiculous they are.

First of all, how could, anyone believe that by showing consideration

for the regime'established in Vichy for Hitler’s benefit it would be

possible to prevent this regime from going to the utmost limits in its

policy of collaborationwith the enemy?

* Who could"seriously imagine that in such a matter Hitler's wishes

and orders could be opposed by anything other than the resistance of the

French, nation, .galvanised into action by fighting France,

If, by any incredible chance, France were to abandon the struggle

tomorrow,-could; any ambassador be found to prevent Hitler, even for

a. moment, ■ from .using the country as he pleased?' ¥e certainly cannot

believe that the defenders of liberty v/ould ever risk losing Prance

by giving.way to such illusions.

; Next, how could we attribute any significance to certain suggestions

according' to which the democracies should recognise Prance in the

person of the Vichy men rather than in that of the leaders of fighting
Prance., under‘.the pretext that the-latter did not make a sufficiently

definite stand in favour of liberty, '• ■ / '...

Such allegations are a flagrant insult to the democracies themselves.

Not only do they ascribe to them the intention of interfering in a

matter which concms only the "sovereignty of the French people, but they

also attribute to the democracies a ludicrous blindness.

,■ For 1 to leait towards men who have deprived France of all forms

of liberty and who are trying to model their, regime on fascism or its

caricature, rather than trust true Frenchmen who still continue to

apply the laws of the Republic, who are fighting even unto death against

the totalitarian enemy and who openly proclaim that they will deliver

the people, from their chains in .order to submit to their verdict, would

indeed be to introduce into politics the principles of that poor

simpleton who threw himself into the sea because he urns afraid of getting

wet in the rain, w,

Finally/



Finally, ha; could anyone suppose that, in their attitude towards fighting

France, the democracies would indulge in an absurd kind of snobbery and let them-

selves be influenced, by their regret at not finding in her ranks a great many

erstwhile famous names?

First of all, this would be a cruel injustice to many illustrious men both

in France and abroad who live only for cur victory. It would mean forgetting

the complete captivity in which the enemy and the traitors have placed my

unfortunate country-

But, above all, it would, moan completely disregarding a fact which now

dominates the whole French question - the fact of the ’'revolution",

For France, 'betrayed by her ruling and privileged, classes, has' embarked on

the greatest revolution in all her history* Ihile I an speaking on this subject,
I must add that people throughout the world ./ho imagine that when the last shot

has been fired they will be able to find a. France politically, socially and

morally identical with', the country they once knew, are making a grave mist aloe*

In the secrecy of her tribulations, a completely, new France is being created

at the present moment, and.
bhe will be guided by new men* People who are sur-

prised at not finding amongst us outworn politicians, somnolent academicians,
business men versed in intrigues and, generals exhausted with promotion, recall

those old die-hards of the smaller European Courts who, during the last French

Revolution, were shocked not to see Turgot, Necker and Lomenie de Brienne on

the Committee of Public Safety.

But the fact is that a revolutionary France preferred to win the war with

(General Hoche rather than lose it with Marshal de Soubise. To proclaim, and

.impose the Declaration pf Rights', revolutionary France always, preferred to listen

to a Danton rather than lett herself ,be lulled by the old political formulas*

Olemenceau referred to the Revolution as a solid whole. The. sane thing may

he said of this indivisible war* At the worst moment of a conflict which is

strictly a moral conflict
5

democracies must not cjuihhle with duty.

It would not be tolerable that the so-called realism which", frpxuone Munich

to another, has led freedom to the very edge of the abyss, should, continue to

deceive the ardour of the people'and betray their sacrifices*

Me are fighting against evil and. we have all ventured the. same terrible

stake - the fate of our countrieso dlobody has the right, either vis-a-vis

himself or vis-a-vis others, to make any of those ca/ardly concessions to evil

which would endanger the common cause of alio

In this respect, :fighting France means to give an example by every means

in her power* She has .'complete confidence that her Allies will reciprocate this

attitude* • . 1 -•
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